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Introduction
Since XML [5] has become an acknowledged standard for data representation, it has invoked a boom of implementations of W3C recommendations based on various storage strategies. Currently, the most practically used ones exploit robust and mature (object-)relational database management systems ((O)RDBMSs). Although the scientific world has proven that native XML strategies perform much better, they still lack a reliable and robust implementation verified by years of both theoretical and practical effort.
At present, there exists a plenty of works concerning database-based 1 XML data management. All major database vendors support XML and even the SQL standard has been extended with a new part (SQL/XML) * This work was supported in part by Czech Science Foundation (GAČR), grant number 201/06/0756. 1 In the rest of the paper the term "database" represents an (O)RDBMS.
which introduces operations on XML data. The main concern of the techniques is the choice of the way XML data are stored into relations -so-called XMLto-relational mapping. On the basis of exploitation of information from XML schema we distinguish schemaoblivious (e.g. [7] ) and schema-driven (e.g. [10] ) methods. From the point of view of the input data we distinguish fixed methods (e.g. [7, 10] ) which store the data on the basis of their model and adaptive methods (e.g. [4, 8, 11, 12] ), where also additional information on the future application are taken into account. And there are also techniques based on user involvement which can be divided to user-defined (see [1] ) and user-driven (e.g. [2, 3, 9] ), where in the former case a user defines both the relational schema and the required mapping, whereas in the latter case a user specifies just local mapping changes of a default storage strategy.
In this paper we introduce an enhancing of the adaptive mapping strategies which seem to be the most efficient ones, since they evaluate several mappings and choose the one which suits the target application (specified via sample set of XML documents and query workload) the most. We improve the strategy in three ways. Firstly, we improve the process of searching the optimal strategy using a heuristic called Ant Colony Optimization. This heuristic is based on a simple observation of nature and enables to find the suboptimal solution more efficiently than simple heuristics used in the existing papers. Secondly, we enhance the adaptation process using similarity of XML data. And finally, we combine it with the idea of user-driven techniques, i.e. the techniques where a user instead of queries and sample data provides information on required mapping strategies for selected data fragments.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 overviews the related works. In Section 3 we describe the proposed improvements and in Section 4 the architecture of the enhanced system. Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions and outlines future work.
Related Work
Probably the first proposal of an adaptive method can be found in [8] . It is based on the idea of storing well structured parts of XML documents into relations and semi-structured parts using an XML data type which supports path queries and XML-aware fulltext operations. Hence, the main concern is to identify the structured and semi-structured parts. For this purpose a sample set of XML documents, their XML schema and sample XML queries are analyzed. The other existing, so-called cost-driven, approaches [4, 11, 12] use a different strategy. They define a set of XML-to-XML transformations (e.g. inlining/outlining of an element/attribute, associativity, commutativity etc.), a fixed XML-to-relational mapping and a cost function which evaluates a relational schema against a given sample set of XML data and queries. Using a search algorithm, a space of possible mappings is searched and the optimal one is selected.
In case of user-driven strategies there seem to be just three representatives -ShreX [2] , XCacheDB [3] and UserMap [9] . The first two approaches can be classified as direct since the user-specified annotations are just directly applied on the respective schema fragments; the remaining schema parts are stored using a fixed mapping strategy. The last mentioned approach can be specified as indirect, since it further exploits the user provided annotations in the adaptive strategy applied on the not annotated schema parts. The adaptive strategy is based on exploitation of similarity of XML schema fragments.
Proposed Algorithm
A general idea of fixed schema-driven XML-torelational mapping methods is to decompose (shred or map) the given XML schema S init into a set of relations R = {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r |R| } using a mapping strategy f map . An extreme case is when S init is decomposed into a single relation resulting in many null values. Other extreme is when for each element e in S init a single relation is created resulting in numerous join operations.
2. a set of sample data D sample characterizing the future application, which consists of:
3. a cost function f cost which evaluates the cost of the given relational schema R with regard to D sample .
The required result is an optimal relational schema R opt = f map (S opt ), i.e. a schema, where f cost (R opt , D sample ) is minimal. S opt is the optimal XML schema derived from S init using a particular sequence of transformations from T .
A typical example of schema transformations is inlining (t in ) or outlining (t out ) of an element into/out of its parent element or denoting a whole schema fragment as a single attribute -so-called unshredding (t un ). For instance, considering the following example of S init fragment (assuming that the undeclared elements have #PCDATA data type):
<!ELEMENT employee (name, address)> <!ELEMENT name (first, middle?, last)> <!ELEMENT address (city, country, zip)> the natural target schema 3 R would involve relation:
empl1(name_first, name_middle, name_last, address_city, address_country, address_zip)
But if we knew that Q involves queries of the form //employee/name, but not of the form //employee/name/first, //employee/name/middle or //employee/name/last, i.e. that the user always retrieves a employee's name as a whole, a more efficient relation would be: empl2(name, address_city, address_country, address_zip)
i.e. we would apply unshredding on element name. But, since the complexity of S init and Q can be high, it is not possible to determine the optimal relational schema so easily. Hence, the key problem of cost-driven approaches is how to find S opt , resp. R opt .
A naive but illustrative search strategy can be based on using a "brute force". It first generates the set Σ of results of all possible sequences of transformations from T applied on S init . Then it searches for schema S ∈ Σ with minimal cost f cost (f map (S), D sample ), i.e. S opt , and returns the corresponding optimal relational schema R opt = f map (S opt ). The complexity of the naive algorithm obviously strongly depends on the set T . It can be proven that even a simple set T causes the problem of finding the optimal schema to be NP-hard [12] . We can even view the search problem as a kind of combinatorial optimization problem. In our case Ω is given by the general requirements of mapping strategies such as, e.g., completeness, correctness, losslessness etc., and φ(S) = f cost (f map (S), D sample ) for ∀S ∈ Σ. With this view of the problem, almost any respective heuristic for COPs can be used. Surprisingly, all the existing works use one of the simplest approaches -the greedy search algorithm or its variations. Analyzing three generally efficient initial schemes, the authors of paper [12] have experimentally proven that a good choice of an initial schema is crucial and can lead to better results. But, together with the main disadvantage of greedy search strategies -the fact that they get stuck in local suboptimums -the existing approaches may not be able "to leave" S init . Hence, the first enhancing we propose is optimization of the search strategy.
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
For the purpose of searching S opt we use a modification of more efficient ACO heuristic [6] . It is based on observations of nature, in particular the way ants exchange information they have learnt. A set of artificial "ants" A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a |A| } iteratively searches the space Σ trying to find the optimal solution S opt ∈ Σ s.t. φ(S opt ) φ(S) for ∀S ∈ Σ. In i-th iteration each a ∈ A searches a subspace of Σ for a local suboptimum until it "dies" after performing N ant steps. While searching, an ant a spreads a certain amount of "pheromone", i.e. a positive feedback which denotes how good solution it has found so far using the used transformation sequence. This information is exploited by ants from the following iterations to choose more promising search steps. The algorithm terminates either after N iter iterations or if S opt ∈ Σ is reached s.t. φ(S opt ) T max , where T max is a required threshold.
Each step of an ant consists of generating of candidate steps and execution of one of them. The executed step is selected randomly, but on the basis of probability given by φ and feedback (i.e. pheromone) spread by other ants. (Note that the greedy search is a special case of ACO, where |A| = 1, N iter = 1 and only the best possible candidate step is always executed.)
Generating a Set of Possible Steps
The set of possible steps should consist only of relevant transformations and, at the same time, it should not omit a step which leads to the optimum. The most complex set of transformations has been proposed in paper [4] and consists of the following operations:
• Inlining/outlining of elements/attributes
• Splitting/merging of elements: Storing shared elements into a common table/separate tables.
• Associativity/commutativity
• Union distribution/factorization: (a, (b|c)) = ((a, b)|(a, c))
• Splitting/merging repetitions: (a+) = (a, a * )
• Simplifying unions: (a|b) ⊆ (a?, b?)
However, the existing systems [4, 11, 12] support only inlining/outlining or splitting/merging of elements. In general, the ACO heuristic does not depend on the way the steps are generated, but, since the aim of this paper is to optimize different aspects of the approach, we will further assume only three types of transformations -inlining, outlining and unshredding, i.e. our T = {t in , t out , t un }.
Evaluation of Steps
Having a schema S ∈ Σ and a transformation t ∈ T , the cost of applying t on S, which determines the probability of executing this step is defined as:
step(S, t(S)) = φ(S) − φ(t(S)) + ph(S, t(S))
( 1) where φ is the objective function and ph(S, t(S)) 0 is the amount of pheromone assigned to this step from other ants. Hence, the key aspect is how to evaluate function φ. A naive approach would require:
• loading documents D ∈ D sample into R and
But, naturally, such operation is quite time consuming and expensive. The existing papers [4, 11, 12] optimize the naive approach using various strategies which estimate the costs of the queries. For the purpose of demonstration of main features of the proposed improvements and with regard to the specified set T , we use a simple metric which evaluates the number of join operations necessary to evaluate queries in Q.
Main Advantages of Using ACO
The main advantages of the idea to use ACO instead of simple greedy search are as follows:
1. ACO enables to perform multiple searches through the space Σ.
Since the ants move pseudorandomly, they search larger subspace of Σ.
Since the randomized search enables to move from S to t(S) s.t. φ(S) φ(t(S))
, the ACO heuristic does not "get stuck" in a local optimum. However, since we still keep the best-so-far schema, also ACO ensures that φ(S init ) φ(S opt ).
Exploitation of Similarity
The aim of cost-driven methods is to find the relational schema optimal for queries in Q which represent the future application. But S init may involve elements which occur on no access path of queries in Q. Obviously, in this case the strategies are not able to find the optimal mapping, because they have no efficiency feedback. For instance, if the previous sample S init involves also the following declarations:
<!ELEMENT company (co-name, address)> <!ELEMENT co-name (title, type?)> and Q = {//employee/name}, we cannot exploit the adaptive strategy for element company and we would store it, e.g., in the following way:
co1(co-name_title, co-name_type, address_city, address_country, address_zip)
But since elements name and co-name are semantically and structurally similar, we may assume that they should be stored in a similar way, because they are likely to be processed similarly:
co2(co-name, address_city, address_country, address_zip)
Hence, in our second improvement we result from approach proposed for system UserMap [9] , where the user-provided annotations are firstly directly applied on specified schema fragments and, then, regarded as "hints" how to store particular XML patterns. The adaptive enhancing of the system iteratively searches for schema fragments similar to these patterns in the rest of the schema and maps them in the same way.
For the purpose of our approach we can only slightly modify the idea used in UserMap. Obviously, we do not have any user-provided annotated schema fragments.
But, we are able to find the optimal mapping strategies for schema fragments involved in access paths of queries in Q. Hence, we may view these schema fragments as fragments annotated by a user and reuse the whole approach proposed for UserMap without complex changes.
Exploitation of Schema Annotations
In the previous section we have described a way how to exploit an idea proposed for user-driven strategies for the purpose of cost-driven strategies. But we can go even further. Our motivation is that for some schema fragments a user is able to provide sample data D and queries Q (similarly to the previous examples), but for others (e.g. XHTML fragments) it is easier to directly specify the mapping strategy (e.g. unshredding). Hence, we need to use partly cost-driven and partly user-driven strategies. However, since both are able to store distinct schema fragments using different strategies, their combination is quite natural.
From the point of view of previous proposals, we get another input information -the schema annotations. To exploit it, we use the following observation: The set T involves only simple schema transformations, but using a sequence of them we can produce various complex storage strategies. However, having an annotated schema, for selected schema fragments the complex storage strategies are directly specified by a user. For instance, if we consider the element employee, the relational schema empl2 can be derived from fully outlined S init using various sequences of inlining and unshredding, such as, e.g.
But if a user annotates element employee e.g. with the Hybrid mapping strategy [10] which ensures inlining of all non-repeatable subelements, the respective sequence of transformations simplifies to:
If we generalize this idea, we can extend the set of possible steps of an ant with composite transformations representing the user-specified annotations and hence speed-up the search process. The only obvious limitation is that the composite transformations can be applied only schema schema fragments structurally/sematically similar to the original annotated ones.
System Architecture
The proposed improvements can be applied to any user-driven or cost-driven system. However, we have enhanced system UserMap, because it has most suitable features. Figure 1 depicts the extensions.
Figure 1. Architecture of extended UserMap
The dotted box involves a classical part of any XMLto-relational system: Mapper creates tables of schema R in a data repository and stores supplemental information in a mapping repository. Document shredder is responsible for shredding the incoming XML data into tables of R. And query evaluator transforms an input XML query into SQL query, evaluates it, and transforms the returned data back into XML format.
The remaining white modules are original modules of UserMap: Annotation processor checks correctness of schema annotations and provides them to a module responsible for UserMap adaptation which searches for similar fragments. The similarity (of the given schema fragments) is evaluated using similarity evaluator.
The grey modules cover our proposed improvements: Cost estimator estimates the cost of a given XML-torelational mapping using sample XML data and query workload. The module responsible for ACO adaptation performs the ACO search strategy (see Section 3.1). For this purpose it exploits the information on user-specified annotations (see Section 3.3) from annotation processor and similarity of schema fragments (see Section 3.2, 3.3) evaluated using similarity evaluator. The ACO adaptation provides its results to UserMap adaptation, i.e. it extends the set of annotated schema fragments with the newly identified ones.
Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to illustrate that since the idea of database-based XML processing methods is still up-to-date, the techniques should and can be further enhanced. We have proposed an enhancing of adaptive mapping strategies using ACO heuristic, similarity of XML data and ideas of user-driven methods. These improvements enable to avoid getting stuck in local optimums, to find an optimal mapping for greater subset of source schema and to speed up the search process.
Our future work will focus mainly on the idea of dynamic adaptability. It will solve the two persisting disadvantages of adaptive approaches -the userunfriendly requirement to provide plenty of information on the future application beforehand and the fact that the efficiency can worsen even with minor changes in the application, i.e. changes in queries. Since the ACO heuristic can be modified for dynamic systems as well, it seems that the choice of this approach is correct and promising.
